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Learn to Meditate

Meditation for Your Type Training Program

Free Introductory Classes
Sunday January 15th @ 9 AM

Monday, January 16th @ 7:30 PM

Program Benefits:
• Learn 6 Different Styles of Meditation
• Discover/Refine Your Personal Meditation Practice
• Join a Vibrant, Supportive and Compassionate Community
• Give Structure to Your Personal Practice

Program Components:
• 16 Group Classes (Attend Sunday AM or Monday PM)
• 16 Email Lessons 
• 16 Video Lectures 
• Supplemental Yoga & Meditation Classes

Reserve Your Spot Today!

Did you know that not all meditation programs work for all people? Discover how you can  help
yourself and others find the type of meditation that best suits their personality. Learn a unique  system
of sensory mastery in tandem with the 6 basic styles of meditation: breath, mantra, visual, 
contemplation, mindfulness and conceptual.

111 East Lancaster Avenue  | Suite G  | Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
610-688-7030  | studio@yogalifeinstitute.com  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com
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LASER TREATMENT 
FOR GUM DISEASE 
IN JUST ONE VISIT.

www.perioimplants.us •  610.409.6064 •  184 W. Main St., Building 200, Collegeville, PA  19426

Dental Implantology, Esthetic, Laser & Reconstructive Periodontics, Advanced Case Management, TMJ

With no cutting or sutures, laser therapy is less invasive, with less recovery time,
less pain, less fear and it’s less expensive. Plus it’s FDA approved.

Watch my appearance on “The Wellness Hour,” Channel 21
at www.perioimplants.us/gum-disease.php
to learn how to have healthy gums again, in just one visit.

1st in 
the U.S.

Now Placing Metal-Free Z-look Dental Implants: 
1st in the US to use Zirconium, a biologic alternative 
for metal sensitivity & allergies

DR. DAVID 
DiGIALLORENZO, DMD
A recognized clinician and educator.

“We all think that cholesterol
is important to heart disease.
The health of your gums is a
more important predictor
of whether you will have a
heart attack or not.”

—MEHMET C. OZ, MD

Dr DiGi full page MLT 4C 6-10:Layout 1  9/27/10  2:17 PM  Page 1
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Look up businesses that support 
the environment
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Local places by county for study/classes
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Our listings help you find holistic 
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Fall 2011 Advanced 
Physiotherapy

Jason Allen
Owner, Director of Physical Therapy

Anna Petruncio
Massage Therapist

Advanced 
Physiotherapy

Comprehensive, Personalized Injury Care & Prevention
We are a holistic group that specializes in Physical, Orthopedic and Neuromuscular therapies. With
a practice model built on whole-person physiology, we delve deeper to understand how your injury
occurred, how the pain can be managed/healed and how to prevent the injury from occurring again
in the future. Through a unique assortment of methodologies and tools, we assess and treat pain,
dysfunction and disability. Our clear methodology and proven track record of rehabilitating clients
demonstrates the highest standard of injury care and prevention. Just ask our clients!

Satisfied clients are saying…

1340 West Swedesford Road, Inside Devon Fitness 
Berwyn, PA 19312 - 610.644.6633
www.advanced-physiotherapy.com

"Thank you for the excellent care
I received during therapy for my
recent injuries. Not only did I
avoid surgery, but my shoulder
healed in half of the physician’s
predicted time!

“The time I spent at APT has been 
invaluable. I appreciate the patience
you showed while educating me during
therapy and post-op recovery.”

• Individualized Diagnostics & Programs
• Corrective Exercise Counseling
• Pain Management & Relief

• Myofascial Release  
• Therapeutic Massage
• Hot/Cold Therapies

“I very much appreciate the holistic
and educational approach to therapy
at APT. I have learned a lot about
the individual makeup of my body
and feel empowered to heal and 
continue to live injury-free.”

“When it comes to physical therapy,
the APT hands on approach was
more comprehensive than any other
I have had in the past. Thank you
for helping me heal my injury when
no one else could."



<< Kelly Scotti
CHHC, AADP, RYT200

is Founder and Director of
Flying Dragon Wellness. She
is a graduate of the Institute
for Integrative Nutrition, and
is board certified as a Holistic
Health Coach. She also has a
Bachelors Degree in Psychol-
ogy, is a Registered Yoga
Teacher, and has certificates in
Clinical Investigation and the
Level II Usui Reiki. Learn
more at www.flyingdrag-
onwellness.com.
The Dirty Dozen
page 46

<< Julie Senko
MS, M ED

is a registered acupuncturist and
Chinese medicine practitioner
with extensive training in 
Chinese herbal medicine. She
is one of the founding members
of the West Chester Wellness
Center. Learn more at
www.juliesenko.com. 
Why Consider Acupuncture
page 54

Sarah  >>
Murphy
is a psychotherapist in private
practice in the Wayne/Valley
Forge area, and is on the 
faculty of Delaware County
Community College. She can
be reached at 610-341-9200 or
Sarah@thebridgetohealing.com.
Yoga for Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder
page 24

Teresa  >>
Winte, RYT
teaches yoga classes and works
at the YogaLife Institute. A
former school teacher, she is
currently pursuing advanced
education in the field of Yoga
Therapy. Contact her at
twinte@yogalifeinstitute.com.
Book Reviews
page 66

Michael  >>
Cheikin | MD
is a holistic physician, Board
Certified in Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation (Physiatry),
Pain Management, Spinal
Cord Medicine and 
Electro-diagnostic Medicine.
Contact him at drc@c4oh.org.
The Hormonal Web
page 30

Anthony >>
Michael
Rubbo | MHS

is a consultant to educa tion
and industry, and the author of
books on person al leadership
and meditation. He is current ly
writing a novel and collabor ating
on a production that pro motes
the spiritual life style. If you
have questions or comments,
you can contact him at 
anthony michael133@ gmail.com.
The Musical Experience 
of Meditation 
page 14

Dr. Mark >>
Wiley
is a doctor of Ori-
ental and 

Alternative medicine, best selling
author, martial art master and
international seminar instructor.
His passion for wellness has led
him to become an innovator
in the field of holistic health.
To learn more, visit 
www.DrMarkWiley.com.
Change Your Vibration to Relieve
Your Pain
page 64
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Judy Curiel >>
(BHAKTI), PH.D E-RYT
is a Chester County native.
An educator for more than
thirty years, she is now retired
from the public school system
and is focused on teaching
gentle, restorative and rounded
body yoga at several local 
studios. A kirtan enthusiast,
she loves her dogs, traveling,
languages and spending time
with her family. Contact her
at jcuriel@comcast.net.
Yoga for Rounded Bodies
page 16

<<
Robert Butera
M.DIV., PH.D.

is the director of The YogaLife
Institute in Devon, Pennsylvania
where he trains Yoga teachers
and Yoga therapists. A board
member of the International
Association of Yoga Therapists
(IAYT), he is also the author
of The Pure Heart of Yoga
(Llewellyn Worldwide, 2009)
and the publisher of Yoga 
Living Magazine. Learn more
at www.yogalifeinstitute.com.
Karma Yoga’s Essential Role 
in Yoga Therapy
page 12

Mimm  >>
Patterson
is a certified Sports Massage
Therapist, Reflexologist and
Yoga Teacher. She teaches and
practices in and around Palo
Alto, California. Contact her
at mimmp@mac.com or 
visit her blog at 
www.practicallytwisted.wordpress.com.
Fall Support for the Winter 
Immune System 
page 34

<< 
Kristen Butera
E-RYT 500, CYT

is the Editor of Yoga Living
Magazine and writer of 
educational articles on Yoga.
She is also the Manager of the
YogaLife Institute, where she
teaches weekly classes & trains
yoga teachers. She comes from
an Advertising & Marketing
background with 10+ years
of Agency experience. 
Contact her at 
kristen@yogalifeinstitute.com.
An Interview with Sharon Salzberg 
page 41

Doers | Player  | Teacher  | Representat ive | A Voice | Impetus | Ref lect ion | Learn ing | Imagine

Contributors | Inside YogaLiving

Michael   >>
Reddy | PH.D CPC
combines Certified Wellness
Coaching with Family 
Constellation Work to reveal
and re-align hidden loyalties
that block successful living.
Previously, he taught
shamanic spirituality and
healing for two decades. He
is an Elder who adds a wealth
of knowledge, experience,
and love to achieving the
health and fulfillment goals
of individuals, families, and
other wellness professionals.
Learn more at 
www.reddyworks.com.
Rules for Successful Affirmations
page 42

<< Lynda 
Lyng

lives, writes, and teaches in
Kimberton, and may be
reached at 
llyng@luna yoga pa.com.
Diwali - Festival of Lights
page 22

Gudjon  >>
Bergmann |

E-RYT 500

is the author of sixteen books.
He was a yoga teacher and
trainer of teachers for many
years, but now is the co-owner
of Stress Management 360°. He
primarily works as an author
and professional speaker. He is
originally from Iceland, but lives
and works out of Austin, Texas.
For more information visit
www.gudjonbergmann.com or
www.stressmanagement360.com.
Understanding Stress 
page 26



Discover Better Living Through
Yoga & Meditation

111 East Lancaster Avenue  | Suite G  | Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
610-688-7030  | studio@yogalifeinstitute.com  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com

*Offers valid for new students only. Offers cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts.

Now Offering:
Beginners • Intermediate • Vinyasa Flow 

Yin • Restorative • Meditation
Kids & Teens • Pre & Post Natal 

Private Lessons • Corporate Locations
Weekly Seminars • Weekend Intensives
200 & 500 hr Yoga Teacher Training

300 hr Comprehensive Yoga Therapy Training

Visit www.yogalifeinstitute.com to get your first class free!

Fall Special:
One month of Unlimited 

Yoga Classes - $50*
*Offer valid for new students only. 

Expires December 31st, 2011 
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Yoga Living, Your Healthy Lifestyle
Guide, promotes the field of Yoga as a
healthy lifestyle. The practice of a
Traditional Yoga program includes
each facet of life. This magazine in-
 tro  duces readers to resources for heal -
thy living. Please share your copy of
Yoga Livingwith your friends. Con tact
us at 610-688-7030 or at info@yo-
galivingmagazine.com. Advertisers go
to www.yoga living maga   zine.com for a
media kit.

The Many Lessons of Autumn 
Turning Inward & Letting Go
Fall is a natural time for letting go of old thought forms and negative patterns. Fluctuating
patterns of nature keep us constantly changing and create the space to ask deeper and
more poignant questions of ourselves. The life force in nature is returning inward towards
the earth and this pattern of energy is also reflected in humans. If we are able to tune into
the vibration, there are some valuable lessons to be learned.

Embracing Change
Autumn reminds us of the impermanence of life. For some, it is a difficult time when the focus is on loss. We have
experienced the budding of life in spring and the flowerings and profusions of summer. Now the leaves fall and bare
branches remind us of the fleeting nature of all things. The deeper meaning of this impermanence reminds us to 
accept the shift of energy and understand that eventually all will become renewed and reborn.

Honoring Transitions
Life teaches us that some changes are the result of biology while others are self-generated. Others might 
experience change as a result of uncontrollable external circumstance or an encounter with fate/destiny. Change can
be subtle and happen over time, or it can arrive very swiftly and without warning. Emotionally it can be welcomed
as something new and happy or resisted as something unsought, difficult and demanding. While change may 
interrupt the usual flow of life, it is important that we stop and recognize the transitions as they come and find within
them the potential for personal growth and transformation.

Balancing Darkness and Light
On the autumn equinox, day and night are of equal length. This signals the need to balance light and darkness within
us. For integration to occur, we learn that it is necessary to seek the light within the darkness, and the darkness in
the light and recognize that the one is not separate from the other. This exploration empowers us to consider all 
aspects of our personalities (both positive and negative) as fuel for the growth process.

Focus & Preparation
Chinese Medicine teaches that autumn is associated with the element of Metal, which governs organization, order,
communication, the mind, setting limits, and protecting boundaries. It’s a good time to finish projects that started in
spring and summer. The transition from summer to fall is a time when bio energy (also known as chi or prana) can
be unstable, which makes it a great time to consider healthy dietary changes along with other practices that 
support the immune system.

Honoring Rituals.
Many of our ancestors had some kind of ritual to honor the energy of the autumn equinox. Rituals provided a way
to connect the body, mind and spirit together. They also served as a tool for community development and collective
spiritual growth. As fall represents the harvest, the over-arching tone of many ancient rituals involved giving back to
the earth and offering praise for the abundance of the earth’s fecundity.

Gratitude & Abundance
While we may not be able to summon the spirits of our ancestors or dance with fellow tribe members after 
finishing the harvest under a perfect fall moon, we can pause and offer ourselves some time dedicated to 
contemplating our own recent harvests. Since many of us no longer grow our own food, we can instead think of the
goals we've accomplished and thank the people who helped us accomplish them. We can also examine the course
of our lives and set new goals for ongoing personal development, celebrating the fruits of our labors and planting
the seeds of metaphorical renewal. 

Wishing you a renewed sense of vision and purpose this harvest season.

Your Editor,

Kristen Butera

Letter From the Editor
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Yoga and Body Psychology
A Weekend Intensive with Erin Byron 

November 18 – 20, 2011
There is an undeniable link between mental/emotional states and physical
health. This weekend will explore the psychology of the body and somatic
experience through a holistic Yogic approach. Participants will gain a greater
sense of self-awareness along with tools to live a fully embodied life.

Learn how to:
• Understand the relationship between emotional states and physical symptoms
• Minimize the risk of stress-related health conditions
• Practice an emotion-based approach to yoga to help safely release pain 
and trauma

• Use yoga poses, breathing exercises, sounding, energy awareness, 
visualization and contemplation to reprogram the nervous system and 
create physical-emotional health

111 Lancaster Avenue  |  Suite G  |   Devon, Pennsylvania 19333 
610-688-7030  | studio@yogalifeinstitute.com  | www.yogalifeinstitute.com



YOGA THERAPISTS AGREE THAT
YOGA IS MORE THAN ASANA AND
THAT OTHER ASPECTS OF YOGA

ARE INVALUABLE FOR HEALING ISSUES
AT A CORE LEVEL AND EFFECTIVELY
RESTORING BALANCE TO DEEPER
LEVELS OF THE PSYCHE. In this way, yoga
therapy’s purpose is synonymous with
moksha, or liberation from suffering. This
article introduces the transformational
power that “karma yoga,” or the yoga of
self-transcending action, has brought to
some practitioners. In particular, karma yoga offers powerful
applications for stress management, a health issue that yoga
therapy continues to impact significantly.
Karma Yoga & the Transformation Process
Regina’s Weight-Loss Journey: After a few years of yo-yoing
with various diets, Regina weighed in at 360 pounds when she
joined a power yoga class. In one year, she could complete the entire
class without resting and had dropped fifty pounds—but she
hit a plateau with her weight. Regina then decided to undertake
a yoga teacher-training program, which covers the elements of
a yoga lifestyle and includes the practice of poses, meditation,
breathing, nutrition, and karma yoga. She dropped another fifty
pounds in a year but also hit another plateau. After two years of
yoga practice, Regina’s weight, at about 260 pounds, fluctuated
by ten pounds—still a substantial weight for her frame.
Because of yoga, Regina overate less frequently and maintained
the healthier habits, but with a desire to lose another hundred
pounds, she decided to begin monthly yoga therapy sessions.
She identified stress points in her life and began working with
them, first with criticisms from her mother. Slow to see change
after three months, Regina shifted her focus to issues at work.
Regina is a hair stylist who eliminated gossiping from her 
behavior after she had learned about the yogic principle, or
yama, of satya, meaning truthfulness—an expression of which
is speaking only what is beneficial. Hearing others gossip 
continued to irritate her, however; Regina recognized that she
judged the stylists who gossiped. She felt stifled and began to
dread being at the salon. Regina faced a rift between her deeper
value that “gossip is harmful” and her recognition that “it was
worse to confront every single coworker.”
Regina was used to coping with stresses through eating, but
yoga’s influence changed the way she now handled stress, which
also directly affected her weight loss. A key concept in karma
yoga is acceptance of a situation. Regina examined her judgments
of the gossipers in therapy and came to hear the pain in the
women’s hearts as they gossiped. A gossiper may appear to be
strong, but actually, they are usually projecting a personal 
insecurity onto others. In her recognition and acceptance of
such pain, Regina began to feel compassion for her coworkers,
and with that compassion, she was able to create boundaries
with the gossiping women in a harmonious and kind way. This
breakthrough also led her to a deeper understanding of her 
relationship with her mother and her tendency to criticize her.
Yoga therapy helped Regina to discover freedom from self-generated
stress. Subsequent to the insights about her coworkers and mother,
Regina began to lose more weight—about five pounds per month.

Yoga Theory | by Bob Butera, PhD
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She no longer eats emotionally. Once
Regina figured out how to eliminate her 
internal suffering, she found the inspiration
to continue on her journey of good health.
Today, she works at the same salon but
with newfound compassion in her heart
and a healthier physical body.
Quick Take: Two More Examples of
Karma Yoga Applications
An accountant, Anka was on medical leave
for depression. When she added yoga asana,
pranayama, and meditation to her self-care,

she was able to reframe her perspective of her priorities at
work. Her experience shifted from focusing on herself and 
feeling unappreciated to focusing on others and touching the
lives of coworkers.
John, a salesman, noticed an increasing sense of back pain when
he took on a new job. Applying the basic tenets of karma yoga,
he learned to be a salesman with a goal of helping people rather
than selling to them. As a result, John’s enjoyment and sales
quickly increased, and his back pain vanished as suddenly as it
had appeared. He continued with his asana practice to support
good health in his body and mind.
Karma Yoga in the Ashram
Most yoga ashrams offer karma yoga programs, or work-study
programs. Participants process their inner experience while
working, turning their chores into opportunities to practice the
essence of yoga. Both the Bhagavad Gita and Swami Vivekananda’s
book Karma Yoga are rich sources for understanding the power
of remaining unattached to the results of our actions while being
fully committed to the task at hand. This manner of working 
focuses the mind on one task and decreases the mind’s negative
tendencies. All work is dedicated to a source larger than our
self. Volunteer work is usually considered selfless work, while
earning money from work is considered an acceptable level of
selfishness. But it is also possible to align our inner attitude with
selfless service no matter what form of work we undertake,
whether for pay, at home, or as a volunteer.
Personal Karma Yoga Checklist
Personal Dharma. Make any work an expression of your 
deepest values.
Life Priorities. Make a list of important tasks. Examine whether
the beliefs driving your choices are uplifting or stressful, and be
careful of overscheduling.
Accept the task at hand. Acceptance may require altering your 
perspective. Think of a job you dislike and see if you can alter
your experience of it with selfless feelings.
Concentrate on the task. Approach the task the way you would
a focal point for meditation.
Excellence.Karma yoga includes doing a job well—while working
for the benefit of others and the planet.
Do not be attached to the results of your actions. Be open-minded
to results that disregard the ego’s constructions. Also, remember
that we work for a higher purpose than we may not understand
in the moment. Illumination often comes with time and the
understanding of ourselves gained through doing the task 
immediately at hand. �

Karma Yoga’s Essential Role in Yoga Therapy
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Holistic Medical Practice
H e i d i  W i t t e l s ,  m d

Montgomery Rehab Associates 
Montgomery Rehab Center of Chestnut Hill
8601 Stenton Avenue, Suite 100, Wyndmoor, PA 19038

215-233-6226 r hlwitt322@yahoo.com

Most
Insurances
Accepted

Dr. Wittels
is well-known

for the creative
solutions and

improved health
of her patients. 

Conveniently located near Rt. 309 & Papermill Road
(10-minutes from PA Turnpike)

• Board-Certified in Holistic Medicine
• Board-Certified Specialist in Physical Med-
icine and Rehabilitation

• Extensive training in Functional Medicine
(Metabolic and Nutritional Medicine)

• Treatment and Risk Prevention for    meta-
bolic syndrome/diabetes, obesity, back and
joint disorders, chronic fatigue, fibromyal-
gia, irritable bowel syndrome, allergies, and
heavy metal exposure

• Diagnostic Metabolic Testing
• Effective treatment to increase energy   and
balance metabolism

Gentle and Intermediate
Yoga Classes 

 
Meditation Classes Starting

September 28 and 29!

NOW OPEN! Try 1 Class FREE  
(new students only)

THRIVE Yoga
1000 Grosser Road

Gilbertsville, PA  19525
484-459-3082 

stravels@ptd.net

Wellness in Harmony
{Find your path to wholeness…}

Coming November 1st to:

Exton, PA 19341
www.wellnessinharmony.com

Energy Healing Sessions & Training

Chakra Clearing with Applied Integration

Acupressure

Meditation Classes

Intuitive Readings

Inner Transformation Life Coaching

Full Moon Gatherings

Workshops & Events

Spiritual Products & Gifts
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It actually all begins before we’re born. In the womb we listen
to the rhythms of our life and the world. Then we recognize
our mother’s heartbeat. After we’re born and lay on our
mother’s chest, we recognize it again and experience that
warm, calm safe feeling. This all begins our personal 
experience of sound meditation – hearing but not engaging,
and feeling a calm inner peace in the process.

And now, for the formal musicians, songwriters and 
performers among us, Patricia King and Orlando Haddad
of the band, Minas, share some valuable insights about
music and meditation.

Music: Meditation is a way to go within yourself and 
experience ‘nothingness’, and then bring it into your music
to create ‘something’ with your instrument. And that
‘something’ then expresses transcendent qualities. As for
singing, a meditative practice like Yoga is important 
because it integrates the physical with the mental and
emotional. Physical discipline is so important in singing
because one needs a lot of breath control and restraint,
and you have to let go of any tension that might affect 
the performance.

Songwriting: Songwriting is like meditation when you go
deep into an experience, sense its subtleties and then 
interpret them in a way that will bring the listener into that
same deep experience.

Performance: One of the intents of meditation is to empty
the mind. When you empty your mind, it becomes receptive,
and then the ideas come. With developing a performance,
for example, you want to move people’s energy and spirits.
You know what causes these effects in people, because
you are familiar with the effect that the music has on you.
So you format and sequence songs and other performance
elements to create a result the way a Yoga teacher 
constructs a session. You bring the audience into 
it, then you heat them up, and then bring it all to a 
satisfying resolution.

And finally, besides sensing the meditative influence in
certain music, it’s nice when we occasionally find actual
meditation references within the songs themselves, as in
the lyrics from Minas’ song, It’s Up To You:

“It’s all within the deep quiet mind. Wondering what lies
ahead, instead I stop and reflect about the day, and let my
thoughts reveal the way.”

Playing, performing, songwriting, or simply listening - whatever
your level of musical involvement, bring the spirit of 
meditation into it and have a new experience of music 
and yourself!  �

M usic can be a 
wonderful way to
practice meditation.

If you are a musician and
own an instrument, you
can experience this by

going beyond the linear
mind (and its notes and
time signatures) to develop
a new relationship with

the instrument. If you are
not a musician and don’t own an 

instrument, you can use a household item approach, and
find something to use as a drum like the floor, an old
bucket or a simple cardboard box.

So let’s begin with the traditional musical instrument 
approach, using a keyboard as an example. First, suspend
all preconceived ideas about what that thing is that sits
before you. Then touch a key and hear a sound. It is the
sound that is important in this approach. Listen to it as a
meditator would listen to a gong, totally immersed in all of
its sound qualities. Then play a second note, and then the
two notes together and in a sequence. Go on and add
notes, chords and sequences with no concern about their
logic, just your experience of the sounds that you are making.
Consider what the sounds are making you feel. Then 
totally immerse yourself in these feelings. And finally, in
the same way you transcended the logic of the instrument
to experience it in a new way, transcend the logic of 
yourself as a human being, and experience the sound as
pure energy that is resonating with the energy within you.
As you continue, find the sounds and sequences that 
produce or connect with the energies that express your
highest nature.

If you don’t have a traditional instrument, find that household
item to use as a drum. Essentially do the same. Tap it,
hear a sound, and immerse yourself in the sound. Then
tap with your other hand, and then the two together and
in a sequence. Go on and tap on different parts of your 
‘instrument’ and in different sequences and rhythms,
again totally focusing on your experience of the sounds
that you are making. Continue on as in the previous example.

Dr. Martie Mollenhauer, facilitator for Health Rhythms (a
research based drumming meditation program that 
increases well being and releases stress), begins her
workshops by characterizing the human body itself as a
musical instrument. We can clap our hands, tap our feet,
snap our fingers and smack the thighs or belly. We can
whistle, hum and make percussive sounds with our mouths. 

TheMusical Experience
of Meditation
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Yoga Theory | by Bhakti Judith Curiel

Y OGA IS FOR EVERYONE NO MATTER WHAT SHAPE,
SIZE, AGE OR FITNESS LEVEL. With the popularity of
yoga exploding in the United States and the growing

number of power yoga classes and classes in gyms, many people
assume yoga is only for the young, slender and fit. You might
be very surprised if you were to visit India and see lots of yogis
with big bellies!
Often people, mostly women, say they will begin to practice yoga
until they lose some weight. Practicing yoga does not require
you to change anything about yourself. It might not necessarily
help you lose weight, although that can and many times does
happen. The benefits of yoga are so plentiful and transformational
that even if weight loss is not a by-product, most rounded
body women stay with a yoga practice for reasons that they
never anticipated when they first started.
Rounded body women may not find a power yoga class a good
option, but they can begin to practice gentle hatha yoga. I have
taught classes for the rounded body for several years and I have
practiced yoga with a rounded body for more than a decade.
With a few a small adjustments, the majority of postures in a
gentle class can be within reach for rounded bodied women. This
article offers some general guidelines for accommodating the
rounded body along with a pose practice designed to illuminate
and support those concepts and ideas.
Getting Started
For some, it is best to start standing. If you struggle getting up
and down from the floor, you do not have to make that transition
several times. If you are using a chair to get up and down from
the floor, make sure it is on a non-slip surface and perhaps
against a wall. If there is someone available to hold the chair,
ask her/him to assist you. You can also have a balanced practice
with no standing postures at all. If you are including standing
postures in the practice, start standing, then go to the knees
or to seated and finally to the belly down and reclined poses.
Finish the practice session in a reclined position so that you
can transition into savasana (resting pose) with more ease.
Protect the wrists and knees. Protect the knees by avoiding squats
and limiting the amount of time spent on them. If you do a
few poses from table position, pad the knees with blankets,
double mats or putting a crease in the mat to make it three ply.
If executing poses from a table position, roll up the top edge
of the mat and rest the heels of the hands on the mat with
fingers resting down to the floor, or come to fists or forearms.
Almost all of the postures that are typically done from table
can be done seated, reclined or standing instead. Again, if the
knees are uncomfortable in a table position, can create a balanced
practice without having to do any postures in that position.
There is no such thing as too many props or modifications.Have
lots of props ready. I recommend a strap, a bolster, two blankets
and two blocks. If you do not have blocks, substitute two books
of equal size. Substitute a sofa cushion for a bolster, and use a

long necktie or bathrobe belt in place of a strap. Straps and blocks
are great “arm extenders.” If you are doing seated forward folds
and cannot reach the feet, wrap a strap around the arches and
hold onto the strap. If you are doing a standing forward fold,
place a block or two in front to help the hands reach the mat.
If you are doing a seated twist and the hand behind you does
not touch the floor, place a block underneath it. Think of the
props as tools to help you find steadiness and ease in the practice
and be creative with their use.
Make space for yourself. When you are doing a seated or
standing forward fold, widen the legs apart from each other to
make room for the body. In standing poses, widen the legs a
bit more if it makes you feel stable. In Warrior I, widen the
feet to almost mat distance apart.
Move the spine in all six directions. Try to include twists, side
stretches, forward and backward bends into a practice session.
Each category of poses can be done standing, seated, from a
table or reclined position. Again, be creative! With practice,
you will discover that the combinations of yoga poses that can
be put together are endless.
Skip the inversions at first.Do not try to go into shoulder stand
until you have some more experience. You might want to just
raise the legs in the air and wrap a strap around the back of the
legs. Try sitting close to the wall and swinging the top body
around to rest on the floor and rest the legs up against the wall.
Eventually, under the guidance of a teacher, you might start with
half shoulder stand at the wall. Do not feel like you should be
doing any posture that makes you afraid or uncomfortable.
Inversions put a lot of stress on the heart. If you have a belly
and large breasts, they can sometimes make you feel as if you
are suffocating.
Use the wall. It is a great idea to be close to the wall if you need
helping balancing. Modified Sun Salutations can also be done
completely supported by the wall. Standing poses like Triangle
and Warrior II are also fun to do against the wall. Think of the wall
as a transitional support tool to aid your experience of practice.
Modify Arm Positions.Many traditional versions poses have the
arms extended high above the head or lifted up to shoulder
height. If this type of movement creates distress, you can try
bringing the hands to the hips or relaxing the arms by the sides.
To build strength moderately, experiment with bringing the arms
in and out of the pose and work up to keeping arms extended
longer each time as the body allows it.
Rest When Needed. In some traditions, they rest after every pose.
Give yourself permission take breaks when needed and rest as
often and as long as you like. Resting positions include reclining
with a bolster under the knees, reclining with the feet wide on the
mat and knees resting towards each other or belly down with
the head turned one side resting with the hands underneath
the cheek. Take breaks during practice and be sure to give
yourself a period of at least 5 minutes of rest to complete your
practice session.

Yoga Practices for the Rounded Body

continued on page 18
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